SMART
ECONOMIES
Technology driven
inclusive growth
March 17th 2016
Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul
at The Bosphorus, Turkey

• Network with 180+ government and industry
leaders and major investors focusing on ICT
development in Turkey and Eurasia
• Find out about new business opportunities
and forge new relationships
• Stay up-to-date with current developments and
the forces shaping Eurasia’s ‘smart economies’.

Register today:
www.smarteconomies.economist.com
emeaevents@economist.com
+44 (0) 20 7576 8118
booking rate
Save Early
Book before
€200 February 11th 2016

Join the conversation
@EconomistEvents
#SmartEconomies16

Gold sponsor

Official PR Agency

The next big opportunity
for Eurasia: the creation
of more efficient, diversified
and innovative smart
economies through the
use of new technologies.

We will unravel the ‘smart economy’ concept and
discuss the potential to restructure Eurasia’s economies
with the principles of sustainability in mind and through
the use of ICTs for inclusive growth, economic
diversification and social empowerment.
The regional summit brings together high-level
government representation, investors, multinationals, SMEs and startups, IGOs and NGOs
to explore economic growth through investments
in technology, innovation and knowledgebased societies.

Discerning investors
are increasingly
turning to the
tech sector as the
most promising,
long-term growth
opportunity.

PROGRAMME

12.00

Getting ICT infrastructure right is the basic component
of any smart economy of the future. Yet the public and
private sectors have a much longer journey to travel
together to attract foreign direct investments.

MARCH 17TH 2016, ISTANBUL
SMARTER POLICYMAKING

KEYNOTE SPEECH: TURKEY AND TECHNOLOGY
IN 2023

Adopting a new mindset is perhaps the biggest task
ahead for both. Appreciating the rise of new business
models flourishing from the digital age, redefining
business processes to become more productive and
efficient, embracing the internet of things to optimise
industries and investing in human capital development
are all part of this new mindset. How are the private
and public sectors coming together to alter the status
quo? What partnerships work best? What makes
regional economies stand out from the rest of the world
in their approach?

HE FIKRI IŞIK, Minister of Science, Industry and
Technology, Republic of Turkey

CHAESUB LEE, Director, Telecommunication
Standardization Bureau, ITU

08.30 REGISTRATION AND REFRESHMENTS
09.20

CHAIR’S OPENING REMARKS: THE ‘SMART’ GUIDE
TOM STANDAGE, Deputy Editor in Chief, The Economist
and Digital Strategist, The Economist Group

09.30

09.50

SCOTT GEGENHEIMER, Group Chief Executive Officer,
Zain Group

GOVERNMENT STRATEGY: BUILDING DIGITAL
SILK ROADS
Attaining the full benefits of technology requires strong
political will and a clear strategy to deliver a digital
future for society. In some respects the state needs to
be a successful entrepreneur itself. Providing the right
infrastructure is only the tip of the iceberg. One of the
difficulties is to keep up with the pace of technological
change. Another is to supply the economy with human
capital that has the right skillsets. What are governments
doing to become more agile, tackle the digital skills
gap, and create a favourable regulatory environment
for businesses? The range of benefits of an information
society is large, and includes connected education
and healthcare, smart cities, efficient government
services and job creation as well as improved
environmental protection. How robust are regional
government strategies to deliver these benefits?

STREAM 2: RECONFIGURING THE ECONOMY
11.20

The government has embarked on a further ambitious
programme to boost growth and ensure a sustainable
and green-based economy powered by high
technologies. The Science Ministry also recently
announced a $1.5 billion initiative which will upgrade
South Korea’s mobile infrastructure, predicting that by
2020 it will become 1,000 times faster. The desired
outcome is for Seoul to be reborn as a ‘smart economy’
city by 2020. What can the rest of the world take away
from Seoul’s journey to become a truly smart economy?

HE IVAYLO MOSKOVSKI, Minister of Transport, Information
Technology and Communications, Republic of Bulgaria

REFRESHMENTS AND NETWORKING
11.45
BUILDING A SMART ECOSYSTEM

STREAM 1: FUNDING SMART ECONOMIES
WHAT’S ON AN INVESTOR’S CHECKLIST?
Companies and investors heavily reliant on digital for
their growth, naturally target technology-driven
economies or those with the willingness to transition into
smart economies. Take Turkey for example. A country
with an expected 75 million mobile users by 2017 and a
projected $25 billion investment in the ICT sector by
2016. Turkey’s vision for 2023 aims for 30 million
broadband subscribers and an increase of the ICT
sector’s share of GDP from 2.9 percent to 8 percent.
When investors consider entering a market or increasing
their level of investment, what boxes do they look to
tick? In the fast-paced world of digital progress how do
perceptions of success and failure change? What
opportunities for investment stand out in the short,
medium and long-term in Eurasian economies?
TEMEL ÖKTEM, Head of Telecom, Media & Technology,
Europe and Central Asia, International Finance
Corporation
SIMON ROBESON, Founder, TransTech Capital

AZERBAIJAN: THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
The last decade saw Azerbaijan turn into one of the
world’s fastest growing economies. Revenues from the
vast natural reserves of the country have been cleverly
put to use in diversifying the economy to decrease
dependence on the hydrocarbon economy. The ICT
sector has been successfully developed with a clear
strategy and immaculate planning which has resulted in
annual growth rates of 20-25%; making it the fastest
growing industry in Azerbaijan which attracts the
second largest amount of foreign investment after the
oil industry.

Attendees have the opportunity to mix and match
between three different streams:

11.20

SOUTH KOREA: THE REBIRTH OF SEOUL
Seoul is the one of the most wired cities in the world. This
everything-on-demand society is underpinned by highspeed connectivity and voracious adoption of all the
latest tech gizmos. Investors are flocking to Seoul to get
a part to play in the city which resembles a large-scale
technology lab. Much of the achievements so far have
been made possible by two decades of persistent,
large-scale public investment.

HE HESSA AL-JABER, Minister of Information and
Communication Technologies, State of Qatar

10.50

AFTER FITTING THE FIBER CARPET

What is the country doing to ensure not only growth,
but inclusive growth with equal distributions to all parts
of society? What are Azerbaijan’s plans for the future
and why was the ICT sector seen as the best
diversification strategy?

12.10

THE KEYS TO SUCCESS
In an age when complex decision-making is
compounded by an information overload, it can get
difficult to be decisive and know where to start
planning. What filters do you use to separate the right
technology solutions from the wrong ones? Where have
successful knowledge economies started from? What
should the aims of policymakers, international
organisations and businesses be to achieve an
information society?
TATIANA ERSHOVA, General Director, Institute of the
Information Society
YURI HOHLOV, Founder and Chairman of the Board
of Directors, Institute of the Information Society

STREAM 3: INCUBATING ENTREPRENEURIAL
11.20

the uneven distribution of wealth from the digital
economy and called for ‘updated’ approaches to our
policies, organisations and research. This timely call for
action conceded that in knowledge-based economies,
a small percentage of highly skilled talent is sought after
and will continue to accumulate the highest gains from
work. Concerns are widespread about the possible
social and political instability which could arise in the
future as a result; thus countering all efforts at inclusive
development.

A NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
Launching a new business can be a daunting
experience. Concerns range from the uncertainty of
securing funding and doubts as to whether the
founding members have sufficient skills to tackle the
tasks ahead, to regulatory frameworks which may prove
more a hindrance than an advantage. How important
is the role of the city as a host to the ecosystem? Are
popular incubator and accelerator models being simply
replicated or are local versions developed? What
incentives are governments providing to encourage the
incorporation of new businesses? How easy is it for
entrepreneurs to launch in Eurasia’s regulatory
frameworks? Is crowdfunding a growing phenomenon
everywhere to supplement government and private
funds? How is the private sector stimulated to invest in
new businesses?
ABDUL MALIK AL JABER, Member of the Advisory Board,
Kuwait National Fund for Entrepreneurship, President,
MENA Business Angels Network and Chairman,
Arabreneur

In constructing smarter economies, all stakeholders are
now faced with the opportunity to scope out a more
inclusive and equitable approach to governing and
doing business. What actions can Eurasia’s economies
take to ensure inclusive growth from ICTs and new
technologies?
MEIR BRAND, Managing Director of Emerging Markets,
Google

15.05

ASSESSING THE SECURITY CONTEXT IN EURASIA

15.30

REFRESHMENTS AND NETWORKING

BURAK BUYUKDEMIR, Co-founder and Chief Executive
Officer, Etohum
YOUSEF HAMIDADDIN, Chief Executive Officer, Oasis500

12.00

SUSTAINABLE FUTURES
16.00

LEVERAGING NEW ENERGIES

By March 2016, the world will be operating with a post2015 development agenda in place. We expect to see
the building of resilient economies based on sustainable
consumption and production, the promotion of
inclusive industrialisation and growth, the fostering of
innovation, and the provision of decent work
opportunities for youth and women enshrined as goals
for the future. Achieving the majority of these global
tasks will require the rapid deployment of new
technologies by the public and private sector. What
role will ICTs play in achieving the post-2015
development agenda? How will new technologies and
innovations help us to achieve resilient economies
prone to respecting the principles of sustainability and
inclusive growth?

Despite the tremendous potential new technologies
hold for growth, that growth is not guaranteed to be
smart if it excludes the productive capacity of women
and youth. Women currently account for less than a
fifth of ICT-related specialists in OECD countries and
teenage girls are five times less likely to consider a
technology-related career in comparison to boys of the
same age. Labour markets and education systems
often operate in siloed models and lack mutual
strategic planning.
How can governments work closer together to ensure
the right educational opportunities? What are the jobs
and skills of the future to prepare for? Will countries be
able to train enough of their youth, both male and
female, in time to deal with the ‘youth bulge’ and
prevent a ‘lost generation’? What are private players
doing to supplement government plans in training and
skills development?

12.45

EVRIM BAYAM PAKIŞ, General Manager, Northstar
Innovation, Yıldız Holding
MEHMET ÖĞÜTÇÜ, Chairman, Global Resources
Partnership, UK and Chairman, The Bosphorus Energy Club

NETWORKING LUNCH

JOAN ENRIC RICART, Professor of Strategic
Management, IESE Business School

ETHICAL DILEMMAS
14.00

NEW GENERATIONS: YOUNG, TECH SAVVY
AND OPINIONATED
It is widely recognised that Millennials come with a very
different mindset to the generations preceding them.
This cohort is characterised by their hunger for new skills,
high expectations of their employers, readiness to hop
between jobs and industries, need for intellectual
stimulation and desire to work for something more than
just money. Moreover Millennials are plugged into the
internet and highly opinionated. Social media is second
nature to them and their assertive approach to
employers is often similar to their approach to
government policies. They are not afraid to speak up
and communicate their desires in search for social and
economic progress.
In a time of high youth unemployment and a widening
skills gap, do governments and businesses actively think
about what these largely positive qualities in Millennials
offer them? Is the Millennial mindset adequately
understood? Is it beneficial to embrace the new social
dynamics and engage in constructive dialogue – both
in the workplace and in the socio-political arena?

14.45

DISTRIBUTING THE BENEFITS: MAKING SMART
ECONOMIES INCLUSIVE
The Open Letter on the Digital Economy, published in
June 2015 by leading technologists, investors and
economists in the MIT Technology Review, recognised

SUSTAINABLE IS THE ONLY SMART

16.45

CLOSING KEYNOTE SPEECH: INCLUSIVE GROWTH
POWERED BY ICTS

17.10

CHAIR’S CLOSING REMARKS

SPONSOR SMART ECONOMIES
If you are interested in sponsorship
opportunities for this event, please contact:
Alice Frost
Senior Sponsorship Account Manager
alicefrost@economist.com
+44 (0)795 6330 689
Join the conversation
@EconomistEvents
#SmartEconomies16
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BOOKING YOUR PLACE

Five easy ways to register

SMART ECONOMIES

www.smarteconomies.economist.com

Online: Register online at:
E-mail: E-mail your details to:
emeaevents@economist.com

March 17th 2016, Turkey

1. Delegate Fees (per person)
Register on or before
February 11th 2016*

Register on or before
March 17th 2016*

Standard booking rate

$995.00

$1195.00

Tel: +44 (0)20 7576 8118
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7576 8472
Post: The Economist Events Customer

Local business & NGO rate
(Turkey and surrounding region)

$597.00

$717.00

Services Team, EMEA, 20 Cabot Square,
London E14 4QW, United Kingdom

The Economist Corporate
Network Members

$497.50

$597.50

Subscribers to
The Economist

$796.00

$956.00

Delegate booking

Quantity

Total

What does this include?
- All prices include full documentation, lunch and refreshments.
- When you register, you will receive a confirmation e-mail
including venue details, a full agenda and contact information.
- Please note delegates are responsible for the arrangement
and payment of their own travel and accommodation

Total

Group discounts available, contact us directly: Group of 3 – 10% off + VAT,
Group of 5 – 25% off + VAT, Group of 7 – 40% off + VAT
* All prices are quoted in Dollars and are exempt of local taxes

2. Booking contact details
DELEGATE ONE

Title:

First name:

Surname:

Organisation details:

Job title:

Name:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Address:

DELEGATE TWO

Title:

First name:

Surname:

Job title:
Telephone:

Fax:
Town/City:

E-mail:

Postcode:

DELEGATE THREE

Title:

First name:

Surname:

Country:

Job title:

YES! The registered delegates wish:

Telephone:

Fax:

To receive information via e-mail about
forthcoming events

E-mail:

To subscribe to our complimentary e-newsletter

3. Payment methods (delegates fee(s) strictly payable in advance)
Credit Card (tick as appropriate):

Amex

Visa

Mastercard

Card No.

Name as it appears on card:
Expiry date:

/

3/4 digital security number:

Bank transfer Payable to Barclays Bank Plc, please quote ref: EM1465 and send a copy of the instructions together with your registration form.
Account Name: The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd. Account Number: 54609155, Sort Code: 20-67-59,
IBAN: GB09BARC20675954609155, Swift address: BARCGB22
We require an invoice to raise payment (Only for bookings made before February 11th 2016)
Please complete below if the billing contact is not the registered delegate.

Billing contact:

PO number (if required):

Billing address (please check with your accounts payable):
Email address to receive the invoice:

Your company VAT number:

4. Terms and Conditions
Your delegate fee should be paid in full prior to attendance. If payment has not been received you will not be permitted to enter the event. Cancellations: Should you not be
able to attend the event, substitutions can be made at no extra charge up until the event. If a suitable replacement cannot be found, then an administration fee of 20% will be
incurred for cancellations received more than 21 days prior to an event. When a cancellation is made less than 21 days prior to an event, the registered delegate is liable for
full payment of the fee. The Economist Events reserve the right to change the programme if necessary.
The Economist Events is part of The Economist Group. Occasionally, the companies in
The Economist Group would like to contact you about new features, events, special
offers and for market research purposes.
Tick this box if you’d like to hear from us by e-mail
We’ll assume that we may contact you unless you tick these boxes:
No contact from us by post

I confirm that I have read and accepted The Economist Events’ terms and conditions
policy and I am authorised to sign this document on behalf of
the above company.

Signature:
Date:

No contact from us by telephone

No contact from other selected companies about their products and services by post
The Economist Group is a global organisation and operates a strict privacy policy around the world.
To read more about us and our privacy policy please go to www.economistgroup.com/privacy

An Economist Group business.

